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EDITORIAL 

° ° 
Saving the planet one toaster at a time! 

' After that, I started to unplug my toaster,and just about the only way we completely can 

4 I replaced my light bulbs with compact fluo- fix this mess. How do we expect to purify 

- roo rescents. Next, I dusted off the old Schwinn _ our air and earth and water if we keep con- 

oo and learned to navigate the streets of Madi- suming ever-waning resources and pro- 

- } son by bicycle. I also splurged on reusable ducing disposable junk? 

shopping bags from Trader Joe’s and an 

aluminum water bottle from Whole Foods. — Realistically, however, very few of us are 

‘ I even tried becoming a vegetarian, but willing to give up our hot showers, micro- 

failed on the second day when my roommate _ wavable meals and insulated homes. The 

; pointed out that the sausage on the pizzaI aforementioned ethanol opponents might 

‘ was eating was, in fact, a pork product. be correct when they we have to start from 

scratch. But let’s be real. That’s simply not 

By Carrie Boecher But time has worn on, and despite my best — going to happen. 

ike many idealistic undergraduate efforts, Earth continues to roar towards de- 

students, I came to UW-Madison with struction at hyper speed. Every timeIflipon This, I’ve realized, is where engineering 

the vague but admirable goal of sav- the news there’s either a new Nevada-sized comes in. It turns out that my first step to- 

ing the world. Wisely realizing that I probably chunk breaking off the Arctic Ice Shelf ora wards saving the planet—picking up that 
wouldn't be able to save all of the world, I de- family of whooping cranes being displaced environmental engineering degree—was 

cided to focus on just saving the environment. by suburban land development in Texas. also the most important. Engineers tend to 

Watching these bulletins, I've slowly real- be realistic people; we understand the fea- 

Early on, it was clear that this would be no _ ized that evenif everyone did care,andeven _ sibility (or lack thereof) of any given idea. 

simple task. In freshman environmental _ if everyone reused their shopping bags and Destroying the current infrastructure and 

studies classes, I watched with distress as changed their light bulbs, it still wouldn’tbe _ eliminating a large fraction of the human 

pie charts and bar graphs flashed before enough to save the planet. population? Not very feasible. Using science 

my eyes, detailing the ecological horrors we and technology to improve on our current 

were bringing upon ourselves. There’s no So what would be enough? What would we __ practices? Definitely feasible. 

more room for garbage! The land in sinking _ have to do to save the planet? 

from groundwater depletion! We're going to Obviously, engineering isn’t quite synony- 

run out of oil in less than 100 years! Florida This past fall, I listened to a lecture on the mous with saving the earth. As a friend 

is drowning! importance of liquid biofuels for both na- once joked of my major, “Isn’t environmen- 

tional security and the environment. When _ tal engineering an oxymoron?” He’s kind 

The statistics were terrifying and motivat- asked about those who criticized the use of _ of right; development, by nature, takes its 

ing. Something had to be done, andI had to _ ethanol, the lecturer laughed and said, “Do __ toll on the planet. Sustainable engineering, 

be to one to do it. you know how those people suggest we then, becomes a compromise—a compro- 

save the environment? They suggest we cut mise between the needs of the present and 

My first step towards saving the planet was _ down the population and start from scratch. __ the fate of the future. It’s the textbook defini- 

to pick up an environmental engineering To them, it’s the only way.” tion of sustainability, and like never before 

major. Not only did this degree allow me we have the need—and the knowledge—to 

to keep with my engineering studies (as if The audience chuckled a bit; I’m almost make it happen. ye 

Thad just suffered through calculus two for positive no one in that auditorium was . 

nothing), it had the word “environmental” ready to sacrifice himself for the Arctic Ice Consline 
in the title—automatic earth-saving points. | Shelf. But theoretically, I thought, that is 

spy COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING Wisc ete _ aH 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON MVISCONSIN Ci, Bays 

. MADISON Nid 
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PROFESSOR PROFILE 

e 

Professor Regina Murphy: e 

Breathing new life into chemical engineering 

By Neal O’Meara 

n many ways, the human body op- When Murphy finished graduate school, framework. The new course, CBE 250, 

[== like a chemical processing she felt the call of academia and applied was given the more elegant title of her 

plant. However, troubleshooting for professorships at several universities. | MIT course: Process Synthesis. 

such a chemical reactor requires an ap- “I had no intention of coming to Wiscon- 

proach other than turning dialsinacon- sin, but I decided I would come and in- | CBE 250 has proven to be a great suc- 

trol room. That is why Regina Murphy, — terview anyway—for practice,” Murphy cess. Murphy says that, in designing the 

professor of chemical engineering at says. When she arrived, however, she course, she “wanted students to know 

UW-Madison, has been working hard to was attracted to UW-Madison’s diverse _ how to read flow charts and know about 

uncover the chemical basis of neurode- and quality chemical engineering facul- | equipment—what [chemical engineer- 

generative diseases. ty. She was also pleasantly surprised by _ ing] is all about.” The book she subse- 

the city which she thought was “neat.” quently wrote for the course is being 
Growing up in Cambridge, Massachu- used in introductory classes at univer- 

setts, Murphy never would have guessed _A few years after Murphy beganteaching _ sities with well-known chemical engi- 

she would become a professor of chemi- at UW-Madison, the chemical engineer- neering programs such as the California 
cal engineering. “In high school I was ing department decided to restructure Institute of Technology, the University 

much more interested in English,” Mur- _ its introductory courses. At the time, the of Minnesota and Cornell University. It 

phy says. Swayed by her high school first course in the 

chemistry teacher and friends, however, curriculum was a ‘ 

Murphy applied to her hometown uni- CBE 210: Chemical \ ‘een ] 
versity, the Massachusetts Institute of Engineering  Cal- ] | hefty ENGINEERING SERIES 

Technology (MIT). Murphy entered col- culations. Murphy P | 

lege undecided ona major. But it wasa says she thought . Introduction to | a 

chemical engineering elective class her that was a boring is i ‘geil a sit 

first year that struck her interest. title. She thought oe G ne emical Proc es. SE H 

ss back to the influen- eo Oe oe Ca 
At a recent Clorox co-op tial chemical engi- Le St Nat 

information session, when aie 
f ten chemical took as a freshman ee 

group’ at MIT. Instead of eed 
engineering students were teaching first year ie 
asked which class was students just how : 

their favorite, the first five © calculate mass 
responses were CBE 250. and. heat i 

on existing pro- : 

a an Liki Lita ls Gta aeeree | cesses clic wanted @ 

With a BS in chemical engineering from to _teach students 2 
MIT, Murphy moved to California to why and how new g 
work at a Chevron oil refinery, where she processes are de- : : - . 
says she spent her days “climbing through — veloped. The mass BE ai. vas Re cae A yoy ae 2 

distillation columns and worrying about and energy bal- pee = 

hydrogen balances.” After five years at ance calculations To support future chemical engineers, Professor Murphy 

the refinery, Murphy came back to MIT to were to be incorpo- donates proceeds from her text book to the American Institute 

earn her PhD in chemical engineering. rated into this new of Chemical Engineering. 
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Professor Regina Murphy works under a bio-safety hood, in order to keep materials sterile during her research. 

has also been translated into Spanish and _ intermediates). Recent tests in- ; 3 , 
Pr 

Korean. Students find the information dicate that a specific amino acid Pigwick Papers, LLC- e 
in the course very useful for their co- mutation a transthyretin has dba Bob's eey oY Shop mn 

ops and internships. At a recent Clorox an effect on its ability to protect 

co-op information session, ten chemical tissues. This mutation may be (608) 251-2936 (formerly Bob's Copy Shop - Randall Tower) 

engineering students were asked which age-related and further analysis 4401 University Ave, amily owned and operated quick 

class was their favorite, and the first five may explain why certain people Madison, WI 53715 printer providing affordable, high quality digital 

responses were CBE 250. develop neurodegenerative dis- reproduction for more than 30 years! 

eases at an older age. “I’m really 

Murphy’s research for the past several excited about the potential for ( Ina new location with a new name! 

years has been focused on trying to figure discovering why this protein is j AR 

out the roots of haywire chemical reac- protective and whether or not Lf SH + B&W Copies 
tions that may cause neurodegenerative [we] can manipulate that some- = ioe 
diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Par- how,” Murphy says. ee * Custom Color Calendars 

kinson’s. The chemical reactions of inter- + Newsletters 
est are those of protein aggregation. It is Inher free time, Murphy enjoys | jMon-thus -730-800| | ae 

: . : . . * Resumes 
believed aggregated (clumped) proteins spending time with her two | Fitay : ae Manuela 

can sometimes attack cell membranes, teenage children, playing sports + Reports 

killing the cell tissue. Murphy says, “We and running. She is training to Fleas . 

are agen ee real progress in figur- run the Madison half marathon fee Bane 

ing out why these proteins aggregate and __ this spring. We i + Graphic Design 

what the mechanism is.” Come Visit Us . _ ena) , 
a , . + Hard Bound Books 

; z Author bio: Neal O Meara Is a On The Web + Large Format Printing and Laminating 
Through a collaboration with JeffJohnson junior studying chemical engi- (up to three feet wide!) 

in the UW-Madison department of phar- neering. This is his first semes- + Banners 

macy, Murphy’s team has hypothesized _ ter with the magazine. ea eee 

that a certain protein, called transthyre- + T-shirts 

tin, may help protect against the damag- + CD Duplication and Jewel Case Printing 

ing B-amyloid aggregates (toxic kinetic wwwibobscopyshop.com }  * and more... 

Se ee ——  ————————————es 
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GENERAL 

Exploring Engineering 

By Ben Weight 

Tins back to middle school in early Sponsored by the college of eect, “I really enjoyed getting to work 

June. As the school year was com- ing, the department of engineering ‘i 
ing to a close, what were you look- _ professional development, the Office with the students and was al- 

ing forward to during the summer? Was of Diversity Affairs and Placon, Inc, ways amazed at how interested 

it a family vacation? Long days spent at —_ the camp has thus far hosted over 1,500 they were in what we were do- 
the pool? students. Students entering the eighth ing and how much they were 

grade from any Wisconsin school, pub- able to grasp—even when | 

For each of the past ten years, 152 rising __licor private, are eligible to apply. These was talking about plasmas and 

eighth grade students have looked for- students are encouraged to have deter- nuclear fusion.” 

ward to attending UW-Madison’s Camp mination, creativity, problem solving ‘ 

Badger. Camp Badger, launched in 1998, and time management skills, and they -Becca Gilsdorf (day and 

is a week-long camp designed to allow should be able to get along well with night counselor, ‘07 and ‘08) 
young students to “survey many types _ others in a team environment. 

of engineering: fields and begin to see ; “It was a good time getting to 

the study of science and math asa path The camp was conceptualized by Phil know the individual kids and 

that can lead to great careers,” accord- O’Leary, the program director, “to give . . 

ing to the camp’s website. “[We’re] striv- underprivileged kids a chance to be in- really talking to them. Every kid 

ing [for the students] to see how math troduced to engineering,” Thousand cone from a different back- 
and science is applied to engineering says. Campers include students from ground, which is different from 

fields,” Katie Thousand, the camp's co- all backgrounds and areas of the state. | OUr OWN, SO you learn about 
ordinator, says. These campers are given the option to different lifestyles.” 

5 -Katie Thousand (day coun- 
} ] selor, ‘07 and ‘08) 
0 i 
ieee q ‘Lacgeouruneg “Even though being a camp 

oN fd a counselor was technically a 
ft Lae SN NS AS a i ‘job,’ | couldn’t imagine having ae i A / 8 SS fi daily basi Beaman a Se Rd a more fun on a daily basis.... 
ce oe ‘2 be. SS ged y asd We made spaghetti bridges, 
ie 5 - ai gai = F e dropped eggs from several 
 —— a Ts pe Ne si aa stories up, shot bottle rock- 

i aed ’ pe i Hl. ets, made telescopes, walked 
wv Ul i an s co 2 through construction sites, 

a a —_ a = learned how a bowling alley 

el \ ; i M/s works, went rock climbing, and 
ee i A } D> saw many, many other interest- 

. sane (“Z pix »|2 ing exhibitions. How could you 
N : il F 8 not have fun?” 

“SS Pte =  -Chelsea Sabo (day and night 
At Camp Badger, attendees get hands-on experience with science through activities counselor, ‘07 and ‘08) 
such as building telescopes. 
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Children, such as these eighth-graders, attend Camp Badger to learn more about pursuing an engineering education. 

attend one of five week-long camps in gym. These trips show the campers now Badger not able to grow much larger due 

June or July. math and science can be fun, like learning to staffing hurdles and safety, too many 

about the center of mass of a climber ashe _ students interested in this unique oppor- 

Campers are mentored and led by UW- _ or she scales a rock wall. tunity are being left out, creating a need 

Madison engineering students. They for more of these camps around the state. 

participate in an average of 12 hours of In addition, “[The students] get an early In fact, O’Leary has plans for “writing up 

activities per day. Activities on campus look at campus living,” Thousand says. The a process on how to run the camp and 

may involve developing telescopes and campers stay in the residential halls and _ take it to other UW schools and around 

visiting the UW-Madison telescope in eat at the campus cafeterias while attend- the country.” 

the Washburn Observatory, or getting an ing the camp. In 2007, campers were even 

inside look at the UW-Madison experi- given a tour of the Lucky housing build- Camp Badger has given the young, bright 

mental cars. However, one of the favorite ing. These students are thus able to tour minds of Wisconsin “a leg up” when it 

activities year after year has been “ma- UW-Madison about four years before their comes to deciding if math and science is 

terials testing, being able to freeze and classmates. As a result there have been a the path for them. The camp opens the 

break stuff,” Thousand says. number of previous Camp Badger campers minds of its attendees to exploration and 

who decided to attend UW-Madison upon discovery of science and themselves. As 

Apart from the activities, campers are also high school graduation. Thousand says, “We're just trying to show 
taken around the Madison area to study en- them that math and science can be fun.” We 

gineering in real world settings. Students The success of Camp Badger continues 

are allowed to inspect the cockpit of an to grow. “Last year we received about Author bio: Ben is a sophomore majoring 

F-16 at the local airbase, tour the Kohl Cen- 300 applications,” Thousand says. With _ in electrical engineering. This is his first se- 

ter and visit Boulders, alocal rock climbing numbers continuing to rise and Camp mester with the magazine. 
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From the Wisconsin Engineer vaults: e 

flashbacks to 25, 50, 75, & 100 years ago 
1909 -—  _ min’. To replace their former treasurer, eter that can melt the toughest materials 

John Gillete who has left school, Laurence known to man without being itself con- 

SOME RECENT ADVANCES IN ME- J. Mattek, min’34 was elected. sumed by the intense heat it generates. 

CHANICAL ENGINEERING-In the field 
of Mechanical Engineering probably the IMPRESSIONS—A century of progress In addition to experimental rocket and 

most striking development has been that - unprecedented, unheralded by even the missile parts of pure tungsten or tungsten- 

of the larger prime movers, notably the most imaginative individual, undreamt coated graphite, the new torch has already 

steam turbine and the internal combustion _ of by the wildest dreamer, inconceivable been used to produce high density tung- 

engine. The question is frequently asked, a century ago, unbelievable as viewed in _ sten crucibles for metallurgical purposes, 

“Will not some one form of prime mover _ retrospect today - yet as purely a matter of special parts for nuclear work, sensitive 

drive out of existence the other forms of _ fact today as the radical changes it brought _ electrical contacts, and electronic compo- 

engine?” Experience does not point, so about. These are but a few of the general nents and x-ray targets of superior density. 

far, to the probability of any one or two impressions one carries away after having —Jim Mueller 

types of prime mover taking the place of _ made a trip through the World’s Fair and 

or supplanting all the others. The steam several of the largest industrial plants in 1984 —————__—___ 
turbine has not driven out the reciprocat- the country. Since this is the first extended 

ing steam engine; it has taken its place for _ picture one has of the scope of modern in- MEET ME FOR LUNCH: TAKE A TOUR 

certain uses, and the reciprocating engine dustry, it is rather difficult to realize it all. _OF WISCONSIN’S ZANIEST DINING 

will probably not regain the position it for- in retrospect the whole thing seems like _HOTSPOT—UNION SOUTH—The word 

merly occupied. However, the inherent a dream. For amid the tranquil life of col- is out, and by gosh, it sure is about time. 

qualities of the reciprocating engine are _ lege it is difficult to imagine great ingots of The talk all over campus this semester 

such that it is likely to remain superior to iron being handled as though they wereso has change drastically from the tedious 

the steam turbine for certain special uses. much butter, or floors and floors of com- _ Rathskeller-rif-raf of “TGIF-TGIF-TGIF” to 

In the same way the gas engine, while it plex telephone apparatus capable of almost something we can all sink our teeth into. 

has taken the place of the steam engine in anything but thinking. This report is an at- “Eat lunch at Union South,” echoes down 

special cases and will probably retain what tempt to give a very sketchy resume of the State Street. “Eat lunch at Union South” is 

it has won for a long time to come, isnot so impressions a trip through the World’s Fair, | whispered in Helen C. “Eat lunch at Union 

well adapted to the driving of alternating _ the Illinois Steel Co., the State-Line Power South,” is even pained on the side of Ren- 

current generators in central stations, and Plant in Chicago, The Illinois Bell Tele- nebohm’s. That’s right folks, Union South 

for running many classes of machinery as phone Co., and the Hawthorne Works of _ is where it’s at and this is one engineer who 

is the steam turbine. The question as to the _ the Western Electric Co., made in the mind _ kind of likes it. 

probability of the hydraulic turbines driv- _ of an embryo engineer. —Ernst Krause 

ing out of use all forms of heat engines may It’s the place where I don’t have to worry 

be answered in a somewhat different way: 1959 ——————————--_ whether my scarf matches my socks, or 

If falling water were available within prac- if my teeth are white. No one cares if my 

ticable distance of all places where poweris NEW PLASMA ARC TORCH—A radi- politics are in order or if my sweatshirt is 

desired, it is probable that it would, incon- cally new method for fabricating shapes ripped just right. Flannel is the fashion 

nection with electric apparatus, supplant and applying coating that will withstand here. Gloomy frowns are in too, and so 

heat engines for nearly all stationary pow- _ temperatures above 5000° was recently an- is any politician who promises to create 

er purposes, but the fact that water power nounced. The process, which harnesses the enough government contracts so that we 

is not thus universally available assures highest controlled temperatures ever used all get jobs. But we're not here to jabber: 

the continuance of extensive use of heat in industry, up to 30,000° F, makes pos- _ let’s eat. —Greg Gorski 

engines for power development. —Carl C. sible the fast and accurate mass produc- 

Thomas, Prof. of Steam Engineering tion of ultra-hard materials that have been 

virtually unworkable by any conventional 

1934. ——-_—@-_—__——_ means in the past. Read all our issues in full, from. 

June 1896 to this issue, at 
UW-MINING CLUB—At the last meet- The key to the method is the Plasma Arc e ‘ Bt s 

ing of the Mining Club members chose Torch (product of the Linde Company, Di- wisconsinengineer.com : 

for their representatives to Polygon, Gil- vision of Union Carbide Corporation), a 

bert Nieman, ch’36, and Albert Gallistel, | small device less than two inches in diam- 
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The Wisconsin Engineer is seeking team-oriented individuals who would 

enjoy working on a nationally renowned publication. For more information 

visit us at our website: http://www.wisconsinengineer.com 

a ’ a. 1 y ' Wy A Shared or private bedroom? Roommates or no 
i fi = | Vip) Z roommates? 2-bedroom or 3-bedroom? 6-month or | ee ty Bia aS ;  9-month lease? At the Regent YOU decide. 

l zi i eee H y J iy: This remodeled community has apartments, starting at just 

| | ars ead i ; He Z $424/mo.*, available for fall! Need a roommate? Just ask! 
ee f H re Ok Need furniture? It’s included! Plus, you'll be living in the most 

1 | aa Kes popular building for engineering students. Come see for 

Ts | | ae i & es ee ~_4ia fe =—-yourself what it’s like to have your needs met, your way! 

Live just 400 feet from where your classes are! 

a 4 0 t ay 1 ~ | y ls j Bh THE REGENT @)) 
| oe oe es APARTMENTS Web 

ASteve Brown Apartments Community * $424 is a shared bedroom price. Starting at $698 ssi private bedroom. 608-258-4900 1402 Regent Street  SteveBrownApts.com/Regent 
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By Melody Pierson and Anthony Lai 

A ¢ the automotive industry con- Resilient Technologies began their work PEC, says. Osswald had already conduct- 

L\ tinues its inevitable transition with PEC through the engineering pro- ed some training at Resilient and taught 

4 towards efficiency, the wheel is fessional development (EPD) department courses there on polymers and rubber ma- 

not typically among the first candidates at UW-Madison. “They needed to have _ terials. Thus, he was acquainted with the 

discussed for innovation. From the spoke- _ somebody that understood materials, who _ faults of pneumatic tires and the prospects 

adorned wooden wheel to the familiar understood design ... they wanted to sort of polymers in tire design. The problem 

air-filled, or pneumatic tire of today, the of work in partnership with the university, | with pneumatic tires is their susceptibil- 

timeline of the wheel hardly shows dra- _ so they got in contact with EPD,” Tim Os- ity to puncture and the rapid decline in 

matic structural improvement. This lack  swald, professor and lead researcher of stability with a decrease in air pressure. 

of adaptation, however comes with large 

costs on many different fronts, including r 7 =a 

the loss of lives on the battlefield. H ad “ aoe ) one ; > 
F ae ing 4 

Aware of this fact, the U.S. Department of prin iP r y es & ———— | 
Defense is now employing the expertise of = ae Atal hw A ges. ; 

Wausau-based Resilient Technologies in : rs > poser ad oe ry 

collaboration with the UW-Madison Poly- gee . = 4 aS a 

mer Engineering Center (PEC) as part of a rp — o 4 ire LY Cee rr 

four-year $18 million project. The team’s wy > 7 . ao 

task is to research and develop an airless, ae ey = a = 

non-pneumatic tire that is suitable for use ; we es ie ca 

on heavy-grade military vehicles, such as ie col 4 SE p* — 

the Humvee. The idea is that this tire will ie eg . 2 we oi ¢ a ] od 

be able to continue to run reliably even after \ ae. a * 4 = 2 P do ——. ‘ \ cy 

sustaining heavy damage from enemy fire Cu = % *higgatart ew *; g. < >, o 

or roadside bombs. “The current Humvee eae a SS — 4 ys vt es el 
é meat a WA / er i a. } a 

uses a run-flat insert which is supposed to 7 abe — b AA me 

go 30 miles per hour for 30 miles,” Edward a y y 2 Fe & ro a a” 
: : ne \ oan Cid 2 

Hall, vice president of Resilient Technolo- F ma Sie an) = 
Fae : 

gies, says. “And you're also not going to : ew S a Pee . Ls Soe > 

be within 30 miles of some place safe to Peet FN 2 
i z 5 Z : / ee ee th tees 2 

change your tire. So we're looking at any — - 7 ——— a 
type of continuous mobility to get them Professor Tim Osswald peers through the computer-optimized, honeycomb 

out of harm’s way.” structure, which can be reconfigured for a variety of applications. 

i 
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eva oe e . these types of tires because they are not 

tke “ cae 2 oh 7 eee Ee pneumatic,” Osswald says. Unlike pneu- 

poe rg ys ee 3 eee ‘aa om | . ‘ ee tires, the polymer material composi- 

ee, Ni be pads Uf oe oe a | tion and shape of the honeycomb inside the 

a oan a Py s a ) Say . ‘ ey : | airless tire may vary to ensure consistent 

AF ea ee an a 4 > ae ei,8 || performance for various applications. “We 
aan yy & . Van 4 x a have different polymers for different appli- 

i fe aoe A " a * a L 4 fs bo a cations. With a pneumatic tire you change 
E be: ap 4 e,/ ee aoe = A. 4 ak ce. | the air pressure depending on what you 
24 . > . > a ae & V A iy “e 2] want to do. ... What we use is different ma- 

| Meenas a ¢ 4 , bees ff ‘ » Da % A \ BA he terial,” Hall says. 
a Ao ) . 4 en Ve 

ee a" | * ad Aw a 4 The innovations associated with the latest 

i a | on Ys 4 , ‘ $ revision of the wheel may help diminish 
| A ee = i . = pee a Oe g the negative connotations associated with 

if »™ ~ Y ye le: pong = I 3 3 “reinventing the wheel” by reducing the 

9 i = x he y 22m, a B number of lives lost in current and future 
Fz, ny * Te, Wa ‘ De ZA = Ae : military engagements. We 

i ee i EPs ‘% can Y= <> d ‘ 3 Author bio: Anthony is a senior majoring 
heey pe. Zi fa ca 5) s > > a & ‘ ~~ te ‘5 in computer engineering and political sci- 

Pease Wie SP @,. ai ™ Ye : # ence. This is his first semester with the 
a, o 2 ae A Caen Pk ei A Ey SS es 3 magazine. Melody is a sophomore major- 

eg ee \ Rg eee en, FS ag aes ie g ing in nuclear engineering with a certificate 
a et ia 7. es BO a ) AY RI ey = in biology in engineering. This is her sec- 

The design of the non-pneumatic tire enables military vehicles to easily maneuver °"d semester with the magazine. 
through rough terrain. 

Flat tires render the vehicle stationary and, _ together with Resilient where we kind of a | 

most importantly, an easy target. Osswald _ jointly came up with the idea of using these | 

and Resilient sought to conceive an alterna- _ honeycomb structures,” Osswald says. e | Te i Fae 

tive means of maintaining the functional 2 Ni it 

structure of a pneumatic tire without the In testing the honeycomb against other 1 fe oe ‘ ay Wy 

weaknesses evident in military applica- shapes, such as a mesh of diamonds, the one Uh, ¥ he 1 ) 

tions. The team also needed a way of aug- honeycomb ranked superlatively to the : 5 a \ 

menting the tire so that the desirable prop- _ other designs. To test the designs, research- aM Bs j Lia: i 

erties of the pneumatic counterpart were ers applied damage to the tire and exam- : ma. 8 ~~ Me of 

maintained, such as consistency in ride ined its quality before, during and after fe k ee Bet eiaciees oN 

performance across varying terrain. the damage. Most of the damage done to [a4 Bye 4 « eae Sa 

thee tires, however, was minimal. “When it im * me ah vee "aN 
“When it comes to blowing comes to ballistics testing we run minimal Stns Faas! ae i 

stuff up, we're going to let the on ... with 5 mm sole Hall a ec na a va : ae i ya 

ae a en it comes to blowing stuff up, we're seen SRE ERE he! Se 

military take care of that. going to let the military take care of that.” a mecatta “4 a wy 
| cn . Bese ee ae 

-Edward Hall In addition to their aesthetic appearance, ie Po) ee We " 

these honeycomb wheels are already pro- e : 9 5 

Crs Viding tangible - and potentially lifesav- [iam |: 

With these criteria in mind, PEC and Re- _ ing, benefits; in fact, a number of Humvees oe 2 na is 

silient set off and researched exhaustively in Iraq are currently fitted with a trialrun | 4 5 ’ wae ) 2 

for two years, putting their various designs _ of the tire. eae — ‘ > 
through a battery of tests and analyses. a g 
Their efforts yielded a novel rubber poly- Another interesting aspect of the wheel = 

mer-based structure reinforced by anarray is its potential in the consumer market. Professor Tim Osswald, lead researcher 

of hexagonal shapes, more commonly re- “From an engineering standpoint there are of the Polymer Engineering Center, 

ferred to as “honeycomb” structures. “We _ all kinds of vehicles like tractors and heavy displays his prototype of the airless 

had a couple of brainstorming sessions equipment that would really benefit from _ tire. 
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\ By Amanda Feest and Mark Cigich 

CM a Mmereremacmtaeee) that funded programs should generally 

F or Kom Gollsxmemsaisseneas revolve around interdisciplinary team- 

4 (Se) PU) aeresmarwyossie § work, innovative approaches to learning 

agents of change, putting UW-Madison [RQ eiricosclacrareme( avo leet mniet israel 

Elsi Brenneman mouiasaeemceteems tural aptitude in students. “One of the 

cation revolution. obstacles we face is that degrees tend to 

| be very disciplinary ... and of course the 

“ie, ' eebitmel Sitio meomcceemottmoarecncm challenge faculty face is to ensure that 

we 4 EvateMucccluolteuiabe(ueremitmegerceatees students have the technical depth and 

+ g . CCM Mme ma om MaIme@Ml cisciplinary excellence they need [which] 

iia ' 7 AOCll elt aaa(-Nuellele meat MVoMetecccem@e can't be compromised,” Cramer says. 

| = Steven Cramer, the CoE associate dean 

a Mn __ of academic affairs, says. To meet these wags 

— ’ " changing demands, the task force has It's very hard to 

& oa identified three major forces that shape emulate [chaos] in the 

. 2 a the future of engineering education: classroom.” 

Pp - - a technology acceleration and the fusion 
Ep : z ne. of et global sur cates that -Giri Venkataramanan 

bee Pes 2 ce Doan the educational landscape 

Pee ie a eee _ and shifts in funding for sustaining 
We Ze oe - jtloen emcees hairemeem “(Students need] some interdisciplinary 

Se oe emote men meoeestcoete@s § breadth so [they know] the languages of 

ee es as education is headed, Cramer says that [MW WoMelatommonteatactoutarcamel trate) bratccim Etarel| | 
os oe = OV otr oem meee MMMNmacM §Can work together with a team of engi- 

: oe program started, and he hopes that the [RWgogMgcovaaee wes 

oe innovative programs in place will pull 

the CoE even further. One such program focuses on the inter- 

disciplinary teamwork aspect of engineer- 

eee Cems ing, putting students from a variety of 

ct) ee CM CMCmems § engineering backgrounds on a team proj- 

Faculty members involved with the programs that “make sure that [the [RQQMiRlaNO\ccmCcl mOsm coy nee tte! 

USE LTS EWS of A-To pT MoE Co i Co) 6)! Ge) ee hipetecl Mar e(OCmeMmsMvedtemm™ by Engineers Without Borders. “It’s very 

students to become agents ofchange that they are entering, not the world [Bieremckoutellicn arly prameacke cicero aa 

in the globalized work environment. eco cee eeroamaKectemomes § Giri Venkataramanan, associate profes- 

ROOM UCR aconemseeteeiezesm sor of electrical and computer engineer- 
Photo by Rachel Dau-Schmidt 
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Dean Paul Peercy, one of the seven task t ™ Bea o ae" 3 
force members, strives to improve the : ] pe geet | _ 5 

education of Wisconsin engineers. | ae = os | 2 
aie N A 

ing, says, referring to the chaos that he into the sup- j ha 1 3 

and his students experience while work- plemental __in- pe . $2 & 

ing in the field. Venkataramanan is the _ struction (SI) torre PY B 

faculty overseer of an EPD 690 special program. Intro- "O° ae i Py 2 

topics class on international engineer- ducing this new F , , 
‘ i ‘ x e The supplementary instruction room is one of the many 

ing. wiuely received funding from: the: learning format improvements the 2010 initiative has brought to the COE 
task force. “There has to be some sort of allows students, i 

a field experience that [involves] chaos mostly freshmen, to dictate the pace of UW-Madison is not the only university 

that you need to get exposed to and be their learning. Delivering information scurrying to implement programs address- 

able make decisions and walk on the fly _ online allows students to rewind lectures ing the evolving needs of industry. “We 

[which] builds on the analytical skills and focus on the concepts they don’t un- _ were certainly one of the leading schools 

learned in the classroom,” Venkatara- derstand, a luxury that is not available in _ [inengineering education] a couple of years 

manan says. traditional engineering lecture formats. ago,” Wendy Crone, associate professor of 

engineering physics, says. Crone has been 

Trying to incorporate innovative learn- The goal of this new course, as part of involved in a number of the task force’s 

ing strategies into introductory science the SI program, is to increase retention round table discussions and also received 

and engineering courses, the initiative is of engineering students. Students some- a grant from the group. “Id like to see more 

funding a new course, Inter-Engineering times become discouraged by the engi- faculty engaged, more faculty involved, 

150. Dr. Jia-Ling Lin, coordinator for the neering gateway courses, such as statics, and I think with that we'll have fresh ideas 

academic support services in Engineering dynamics and introductory physics. The and new insights,” Crone says. 

General Resources, created this course to SI course “helps students who are strug- 

incorporate an online lecture component _ gling with their learning ... [itis] a build- “There have been a lot of schools talking 

ing block for the future engineers,” Lin about creating a curriculum for the en- 

43 . says. By participating in a supplemental _ gineer of the future. Wisconsin is one of 

rite | Fs : instruction program, students are more _ the schools that is actually doing things,” 

 - f sae likely to receive better grades in the class Crone says. We 

~ aia and stay in the college of engineering. 

y * by ’ Since the implementation of this pro- Author bios: Amanda Feest is a senior 

ey 7 a 4 z gram, the retention of freshman in the — in biomedical engineering. This is her first 
r N $ college of engineering has increased, semester writing for the magazine. Mark 

t, Mallee 2 which signifies great success for the COE Cigich is a junior in industrial engineering. 

. Wy be con 2010 task force. This is also his first semester writing for the 

C a magazine. 

| Industry has also responded positively 

8 to the changes made in the past several 

, ™ years. Peercy says, “Last year, each career 
Wendy Crone, an active task force day we had, we set a new record for the 

member, is currently working on a grant number of companies on this campus to 

given to her by the initiative. recruit. That’s pretty good feedback.” 
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Fences surrounding Union South force pedestrians to find new walking routes. 

By Roxanne Wienkes 

Ihe corner of Johnson Street and _ sensible idea turned out to be demolition we go forward we can adapt the building to 

Randall Avenue is a convenient lo- and reconstruction. “We did not want to _ the use that it’s needed for; that’s the most 

cation for students, faculty and staff tear down the building, but [demolition] sustainable thing you can do.” 

to get a bite to eat or cup of coffee during proved to be the most sustainable option 

the day. However, Union South’s dining out there and the best option for the fu- Sustainability and energy efficiency were 

experience did not appeal to the campus ture,” Paul Broadhead, assistant director at the top of the list of demands students 

community. Located closely to a student for the Wisconsin Union, says. had for the new union. Along with keep- 

residential community, Union South was a ing the design functional and adaptable, 

great location for after class activities; but mH i there are many other features that the 

its bowling alley, game room and concert We did not want to tear union’s design team is implementing to 

venue were not hot spots of campus night down the building, but make sure the facility is built to be energy 

life. To improve on these shortcomings, the [demolition] proved to be the _ fficient. The American Society of Heat- 

an a ah unionys na most sustainable option out ae Sag ee hing diane 
and hopefully, with an eco-conscious an . ngineers sets standards for ee ere oer: there and the best option for e : Led, ) 
functional design, this new union will add Ke energy use in the building. “Our current 

to the UW-Madison college experience. the future. energy modeling puts us about 40 per- 

cent better than ASHRAE [standards],” 

To the Union Council, the administrative -Paul Broadhead Broadhead says. “There will be energy re- 

board of campus unions, the old Union covery ventilation in the H-VAC systems, 

South did not meet the demands of a grow- variable speed fume hoods and recovery 

ing campus. The lines at the grills were | Union South first opened in 1971. The fact systems on the refrigerator,” Josh Cle- 

long during lunch, student organizations _ that the building did not even last 40 years ments, chair of UW-Madison’s Emerging 

did not have adequate meeting or storage has put pressure on the university to de- Green Builders, says. 

space and the building’s atmosphere lacked _ sign and construct a building that is going 

vitality. In 2005, plans were drawn up fora to last longer. “Timeless and enduring” is Gold certification from the U.S Green 

renovation of the facilities and, due to the _ the phrase Broadhead suggests for the new _ Building Council’s Leadership in Energy 
extent of the needed remodeling, the most —_ union. “Weare trying to make itso thatwhen and Environmental Design (LEED) is 
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" a B = ee Be! conference and meeting rooms. “We have 

ah ‘i saan i en aii ae almost doubled the meeting space and are 

_ i looking forward to working with [campus 
He a z as =< organizations] and be able to host academ- 

fame pe ae a ic conferences, symposia and job fairs,” 

oe Guthier says. 

Pol oad Al The new union will also include bowling 

a ee as lanes, a climbing wall, billiards and a tele- 
i eae co a wah \ vision lounge on the lower floor. A variety 

i mn i a tc ea | < Of food options will be available, including 

See a all | | g pizza, Babcock ice-cream, grilled foods, 

5 e asa }— | fais flatbreads and Asian cuisine. To draw peo- 

es WT 2 ple to the new union, Guthier says, “We are 

7 agar ee hy ll trying to create destination points.” The 

ra s=S= i 2 film theater is being moved from Memorial 

When the building is complete in the spring of 2011, this area will house the theater, ae im oe eae ve 
r , ; 190 parking stalls underground. There will 

one at the many new attractions of the upcoming union. 
also be an art gallery, a coffee shop and a 

also being sought, with silver certification on campus.” It will be important to not only — wine bar and pub near the performance 

being the minimum goal. “With a multi- pay attention to what students want now, _ stage. The idea of the new union is not to 

purpose building, LEED certification is but to also think about what students will recreate Memorial Union, but to give it its 

difficult,” Broadhead says. “The building want in the future. For the building to be own identity on campus. “We are trying to 
serves different purposes every day, but successful and sustainable, it will have to create a sense of place within Union South 

we are aiming for gold.” be able to adapt with the desires of the stu- ...that is where memories start happen- 

dents. Guthier says, “We are trying todothe _ ing,” Guthier says. Ww 

i m best with the current thinking we all have.” 

We are trying to create a Author bio: Roxanne is a junior studying 

sense of place within Union thenew facility should bring anew atmo- _ environmental engineering. This is her fifth 
South ... that is where sphere to the area of campus. “There are _ semester with the magazine. 

memories start happening.” two exterior spaces we are ex- 

cited about,” Broadhead says. = 

-Mark Guthier On the south side of the build- Ge THE UNIVERSITY 
ing will be an amphitheater ty ON AT 

eS ~S sfc Singon‘a’ small ‘outdcer ae WISCONSIN 

stage, while the space be- | \.' yy MADISON 

The university is also working with the tween the computer science | N ~— =e , 

Madison Environmental Group to make — building and the new union ; \ Depa onenUC Lend eeraid Ligie-scnal DeroEatery 
pe the highest possible amount of ma-_ will be tagged a pedestrian Continue your education with 
erial is salvaged and recycled from the area. The hope is to bring a N A 

demolition. It is currently projected that feel like that of Library Mall a worldwide leader! 

88 percent of the building will be reused to the site. “We could do @ More than 300 short courses covering 

in some way. Other eco-friendly attributes _ things like street festivals out fundamentals through emerging 

include vegetation planted on the roofand there ... we think there is a ! technologies in most engineering areas 

wiring for future use of solar powered _ lot of vibrancy out there, a lot / 

photovoltaic (PV) cells. “PV is not budget- of opportunity,” Broadhead mites bitemiet: tered altvanted degives 

ed for at this time,” Clements says. “It’s a says. “The engineers want to Five certificate series 

high price tag item.” have some fun too.” H Custom courses at a location of your choice 

The plans for the new union have taken An important feature of 800-462-0876 

shape primarily based on surveys and stu- the new union will be the epd.engr.wisc.edu : 

dent input. “We have sifted through sug- 13,000-square-foot — Badger custserv@epd.engr.wisc.edu 
gestions and hope the best have risen to the Hall which will have enough q , E, 

top,” Mark Guthier, director of the Wiscon- _ space to host large events such — ae Ne 

sin Union, says. “We feel really good about as career fairs and conferenc- Sp Ls & eae — 

the level of input and feedback we have re-_ es. The design also includes : >< am 

ceived from the students, faculty and staff technologically up-to-date 

—<— 
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“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward, 

for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.” 
-Leonardo Da Vinci 

By Matt Stauffer 

e prospect of breaking free from the | whether this training is sufficient to flights, encompassing recreational and pri- 

terrestrial clutch of gravity and as- ensure pilots are fit to fly, but any at- _ vate pilots. Statistically, this area of aviation 

cending to the sky has driven many tempts to increase the requirements for tends to be the most accident-prone. Thus, 

great inventors to push the limits of aviation flight training are often met with con- _ the simulator is being used to assess how ef- 

design. As a result, aircraft have come along siderable resistance from the Aircraft fective the current training methods are and 

way from the fanciful designs of Da Vinci. Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA). how they may be modified to make recre- 

ational aviation safer. 

It takes a mere 30 hours to obtain the | Doug Wiegmann, professor of industrial sys- 

minimum general aviation pilot certifi- tems engineering at UW-Madison, and has = _-————__$-—$$$$________ 

cate. The requirements include training developed a flight simulator to understand “We are working on 

on takeoffs, landings, basic aeronau- how general aviation Pilots make decisions understanding how pilots 

tic maneuvering, as well as taking a while flying. General aviation is classified os . . 
. : ‘ : ae make decisions in dynamic 

standardized test. There is debate over as non-commercial, non-revenue generating, ; “ im 
situations that involve 

T uncertainty...” 
Rater Re Do A ee 

(Sa a | 4 | 
| — : 

 _———0 mm 8 § “Prof. Doug Wiegmann 
ae ao A i. ae = ( a a - " —_—_—— 

—“— (i s ae | 
' por Ly a “We are working on understanding how 

A f ay! ‘ pilots make decisions in dynamic situa- 

& P Ef, OS ~~ , tions that involve uncertainty about what 
g ie ng Ns at % the correct course of action should be. Par- 

ist 7 aes 3. : i 
a Cibagdtr, cod # é ticularly, in our lab we are looking at dy- 

/ vA ig 3 ag § namic decision-making related to changes 
ae vs id re 2 in weather conditions and how pilots re- 

ba fk eR % * = spond in-flight to those dynamic changes,” 

\ hee 8 Wiegmann says. The goal is for pilots to be 

= = able to assess how the weather is chang- 
Professor Doug Wiegmann plots a course for pilots to use in the stimulator on a ___ ing and effectively decide if such a change 

traditional flight chart. might jeopardize their safety. 
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“Most of the fatal accidents that occur 
tend to involve adverse weather condi- a aa 

tions,” Wiegmann says. This has led him ee ee 
to focus the initial stage of his research as ee a: — ee) a 

with the flight simulator on dynamic ———— : ae 

weather systems. To study the decision- wi: —_ 
making process, test pilots are set to fly 
a designated course and are given all of A 

the information that would normally be 

available to them upon take off. Once the 52) _ ) Bal) ae - 

simulation has started, the weather pat- I cA a oi 

terns in the simulator change. The pilots r NG <o) SOEE BS ee 
must rely on visual cues to assess the sit- j : 

uation and decide whether to adjust their 

course of action or continue on the flight 

path as planned. 

2 
In general aviation, early warning indica- ioe re a | 3 
tors about changing and inclement weath- e 

er are often limited to simple visual assess- 2 

ments made by the pilot and other pilots’ e 

chatter on the radio. Weather changes are > 

often gradual and pilots can find them- g 

selves long distances from their origin and a 

destination while the weather is changing. The flight simulator used in Professor Wiegmann’s study dons a three-screen, 

Recreational pilots rely heavily on simply | panoramic view that has all of the instrumentation of a modern light aircraft. 

“looking up ahead and thinking, ‘how far 

away is that cloud?’ and ‘how high is it?’ weather,” Wiegmann says. There are some __ ‘I've got this technology, it’s going to help 

... But, generally, people are not that good drawbacks, however, to additional elec- me figure out how to do this or it’s going to 

at estimating cloud ceiling and visibility,” tronic displays in the cockpit. Specifically, keep me out of trouble,’ when it may not.” 

Wiegmann says. these systems can cause pilots to fly in a 

more “heads-down’ position, which takes “The goal is to ... study how pilots make 

“There is some technology that is becom- away from visual scanning of the sur- decisions, but to also create scenarios that 

ing more and more available; obviously roundings. “There is some evidence that are used to train pilots on the ground, 

they have GPS for navigation ... some air- is coming out of our laboratory that shows _ which is safer than in the air,” Wiegmann 

craft come installed with weather hazard pilots who have these displays are more _ says. His team plans to come up with dif- 

displays ... if you link that with your GPS _ likely to push the envelope because they ferent scenario-based programs that help 

you can see where you are at relative to the have more information and so they think, _ train pilots to make better decisions. These 

simulations, which are similar to those 

used in commercial aviation, can then be 

used to test whether pilots have learned 

to deal with hazardous situations as they 

= have been trained. The simulator can also 

it : be used to test new technology, such as a 

i ’ l a or new weather hazard display. Analysis of 

) i A Tet ke ined 4 simulations could highlight the benefits or 

~ expose any unforeseen hazards of the new 

8 a Pp TF equipment in the simulated setting. we 

a mas | ie cue | 2 

* cD b i ca ty ba) 3 Author bio: To my faithful readership: if 

aol é you have picked up the magazine over the 
a, NONE ber ae F a ‘3 past half-decade you know me better than 

er _~ ee a 2 some of my relatives. 

~ © i 2 

al AL 2 
The cockpit of a private light aircraft looks almost identical to the simulator designed 

for Professor Wiegmann’s pilot decision-making study. 

—_—_— 
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BAR ior job-Seeking engineers 

By Lindsay Taylor and Matt Stauffer 

he fickle economy is making itever- _ EPD is to bridge technical engineering volunteer communications internship, 

more challenging for recent college skills and global communications strat- _ which gives them a hands-on experience 

graduates to launch their careers. egies. EPD offers a technical communi- to develop their communication skills. 

cation certificate (TCC) for students who 

What does this mean for engineering seek to develop their technical speaking, | TCC alumni say that their certificate in 
students at UW-Madison? It means en- writing and presentation skills. technical communication from UW-Mad- 

gineers must break out of their comfort ison has helped them considerably in their 

zone (think: nose down in a thermody- The TCC is a 24-credit program with job searches and professions. 
namics book) and explore professional courses in technical writing, graphic 

development opportunities, such as pub- design, international engineering strate- “As I was interviewing for jobs prior to 

lic speaking, to set themselves apart from _ gies, social and ethical impacts of engi- graduation, having the technical com- 

their peers. neering and more. TCC students canalso munications certificate on my résumé was 

venture off the engineering campus and —_an immediate attention-getter and some- 

Luckily for UW-Madison students, the take communication courses in depart- thing that I was always asked about in 

college of engineering (COE) is home to ments such as journalism, philosophy _ interviews,” David Krahn, lead business 

the department of engineering profes- and psychology. All TCC students have analyst at Northwestern Mutual, says. 

sional development (EPD). The goal of _ the opportunity to work in a paid or Serving as the liaison between technical 

and business resources, “it is not an exag- 

i ae i geration to say that communication skills 

i jae Lineal i are the most important skill of a good 

: t ss dq business analyst,” Krahn says. 

i : en cD) 
ie : nee — a : For Sheldon Wolfe, a UW-Madison COE 

4 ea hi fi. seominn stead a and TCC grad, beginning the TCC pro- 
i healt Ba a pee Eee ere 
bt ie i oe i | ca serve as a elpfu diversion rom 

. A a co ne - his other engineering studies. 

f. Lo 
“T was terrified to speak in public and was 

q i | a mediocre writer. I knew I had to do some- 

| ee thing to improve these skills,” Wolfe says. 

: ! ' ; | “T will not lie, there were days I questioned 

| , : - ] my decision. Looking back, however, I am 

} A a very pleased with my decision, and I now 

y bel 3 realize those days probably resulted from 

: § me being taken out of my comfort zone.” 

€ After graduating with an electrical engi- 

' § neering degree, Wolfe went to law school 

{ . and is now a partner at Michael Best & 
‘A £ Friedrich LLP in Madison. 
‘ n 2 

Steven Zwickel, a faculty member of the department of engineering professional “The engineering school starts a student 
development, teaching EPD 397, a TCC course. down the path of developing the student’s 
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Examples of strong 

oP : communication 

’ il Skills, aS suggested 
: by David Krahn, a 

P TCC grad and lead 
wi =| business analyst at 

= = : =| Northwestern Mutual: 
< y : B 

sy 4 $ } ¢ Skills to communicate with 
* someone witha technical back- 

TCC courses allow students to closely interact with their professors. ground, like an engineer or a 

engineering skills; similarly, the TCC Pro- and a half month program includes EPD Prosrammer, then translating 

gram starts the student down the path of 397 technical communication and ME 361 that conversation to someone 

developing the student’s communication thermodynamics, allowing them to com- with a business focus, like 

skills,” Wolfe says, noting the important du- plete course work while exploring another a marketer or salesperson 

ality between his engineering degree and country and receiving cultural exposure. 

the technical communications certificate. ¢ Skills to take a complex topic 
Students are pressured now more than and explain it to someone with 

“communication skills are Rt to pecan as marketable as possible. no prior knowledge of the topic 

A : ot only will technical skills and problem- ina way that is understandable 

the most important skill of a solving abilities be important requirements 

good business analyst” for ajob, but the ability to write, present and Skills to produce a variety of 
communicate that information effectively documentationcuchiaemarta: 

-David Krahn is increasingly critical for job seekers. The tives, diagrams, graphs, tables, 

TCC helps engineering students develop r 

Ts crucial communication skills necessary in and process flows in a clear, 

“Good engineering skills are essential to the highly competitive global job market. concise and complete manner 

an engineer. However, an engineer still Links 

needs to promote his/her idea, product or Not even the best new technology will 8 

solution to others. Whether the ‘customer’ make it off the work bench if the engineer EBD: http//epdweb.engr.wisc.edu/ 

is the engineer's colleague, the engineer’s _ who designed it is unable to communicate < : 

boss, upper management or an actual cus- the value of the product to investors and UO ee aged 

tomer, communication skills are an essen- consumers. The TCC enables UW-Madison 

tial aspect for promoting the engineer's students to sell their ideas and increase 

solution,” Wolfe says. their cultural awareness, allowing them 

to be more sensitive with global clients as 

Besides being able to promote and sell con- _ they venture into the work force. We 

cepts, engineers must know how to effec- 

tively communicate on a day-to-day basis. | Author Bio: This team of writers represents 

Between memos, e-mails and phone calls, _ the diversity embodied in the engineering 

engineers with colleagues and customers. professional development program at UW- 

Skills developed through the TCC can aid Madison. Both authors are TCC students; 

using engineers with these basic, but inte- Matt is pursuing a degree in materials sci- 

gral, modes of communication. ence engineering and Lindsay is pursing 

degrees in Spanish and English. 

In addition to classes on campus, the TCC 

also offers a unique summer study abroad 

program in Hangzhou, China. During this 

two-and-a-half month program, students 

take EPD 397 (technical communications) 

and ME 361 (thermodynamics). This two 

Leen 
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When you come right down to it 

it’s really quite simpl IUS Teany Quile SIMPIC ... 

° 

m= Wetranm ™ Yougan = 
¢ Commercial and Industrial ¢ Knowledgable, safe and productive 

Building workers 

¢ Heavy and Highway ¢ Trained, certified instructors 

e Tunnel Work ¢ State-of-the-art facility and 

¢ Utility Construction equipment 

* Trenchless Technology ¢ Classroom and hands-on training 

ee ~ regardless of weather conditions 
¢ Demolition and Asbestos Removal 

. = ¢ Mobile training capacity 
¢ Environmental Remediation 

¢ Nuclear Decontamination and 

Demolition 

Wisconsin Laborers provide the most diverse training and apprenticeship opportunities in 

the construction industry. Working with our employer partners we develop courses matched 

to specific industry needs. 

Sian Wi ' E b Di ' c il 

Lig RO» isconsin Laborers District Counct 

Fj a geen 608-846-8242 
|G lB) dD 

BL seem Bid www. WILaborers.org 
Eee 
QE Productivity & Value Greed Success



The Wisconsin Engineer will 

have a booth at this year's 

Engineering Expo. We look 

forward to seeing you there! 

4/16/09 — 4/18/09
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